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Emilia Pedersen Releases Debut Single,
Skyline
Skyline Available Now on All Major Platforms

(Los Angeles, CA) November 24, 2020 -- Pop artist, Emilia Pedersen, releases her first

single, “Skyline”. 
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AMW Group is an International marketing and entertainment group founded in 1997. They have in their years of
existence established a unique and strong business network within the entertainment industry representing a
diverse roster of event properties, consumer brands and Grammy Award winning artists.

The company offers a wide range of branding, event, publicity and sponsorship services for national and
international clients.

“Skyline” is an upbeat, uplifting pop song that radiates confidence and optimism for the future.

Emilia sings about her determination to overcome whatever obstacle comes her way, and rise

above it. As the lyrics in the song say, “the limit is the skyline”.The single, “Skyline,” continues

to top the charts in Brazil. Most recently she was #8 in the 10 Top Artists in Brazil. 

Emilia Pedersen is a budding artist originally from Denmark. Although she’s lived in New York

for over 12 years, she has become a well-known artist in Brazil who has embraced her with open

arms. Now, Emilia is eager to introduce her music to the United States. 

When asked what she loved about music, she said, “music is a universal language that goes into

the soul, not just the ears. I can express myself in a way that is beyond simply conversing.” 

Emilia is set to release another single next month, titled “Missing Myself”, and continue

releasing more tracks into the new year. Emilia is certainly an artist to watch this next year! 

“Skyline” is available now on all major platforms. Follow Emilia on social media for more

information and future releases.

About Emilia Pedersen

Emilia Pedersen is a half-Brazilian pop singer from Denmark. She currently resides in New

York, where she has lived for the last 12 years. Aside from singing, Emilia shines in acting and

modeling. Over the years, she has participated in several fashion shows and acted in various

productions in New York, Denmark, and Brazil. Emilia is also an ambassador for multiple

charity organizations. She is multi-lingual and can speak Danish, Portuguese, Spanish, and

English. Her musical influences include Ariana Grande, Selena Gomez, Taylor Swift, Billie

Eilish, Miley Cyrus.
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